JAKKALS JAG / GPS
JUST A QUICK COMMENT –
JAKKALS JAG EN GPS – I am
often asked why I don’t use a
GPS, well, simply put it is a
load of crap for a typical jackal
hunter – unless you are
Rambo!

M

any guys say “Yeh! We mark out the spots on GPS” so
what! Who cares – what a load of bullshit, what have we
done for the past 100 years of marking areas for calling,
we don’t need any larnie GPS crap, as 99% of the time it is a farm
you know, or 99% time you mark a long road with markers and
can spot that miles away when driving at night back on the long
road. This thing with GPS is in my opinion a load of crap, and then
the guy will say Yeh! I mark place we kill at, places dogs lie at or
all kinds of stories, wat kak man, catch a wake up, use toilet paper
and a little brain power to mark areas you want.
Tell a farmer OOM JAN, ek het n jakkals geklap verby die dam, op
daai pad heel links, waar die T is. And he will know just fine --now you are going to tell a 100 year old plaas boer Oom Jan gooi
– this is the spot the dog lies at Die GPS Koordinate - S 28° 06,986’ E 27° 53,238’ see what he tells you!
Dont get me wrong, I fully agree with giving these points to find
farms etc, roads and so on, YES fully agree, but dont come and
tell me you will mark places on farms to hunt, dis n klomp kak,
catch a wake up and use your brains. I have used toilet paper for
23 years, never had a problem, and a R4,00 roll is cheaper than a
few thousand rand GPS, or maybe it is just a Rambo thing to have
a GPS on a jakkals jag bakkie, sort of like its cool to be a big shot
in a movie and add to it by letting a smoke hang from your lips,
wat kak!
I can afford one, and also can operate one, ( a GPS not a smoke)
it’ s no big deal, but buying a GPS and marking places I will call,
yeh right!
My GPS is toilet paper, it never lets me down. It is amazing how
often I here hunters say “ek het die plekke met GPS gemerk” – so
tell me the next time you go to the farm will you mark them
again, or wait NO, now you will say “No, but I can tell from my
reference on the GPS spots I killed at, and places nice and open to
call at.

Catch a wake up, you don’t need a GPS to hunt jackal, use the
brains and remember and mark on paper, or use toilet paper to
mark areas you will call, TRUST me, if you went to Oom Jans
plaas, found a flat open area and killed at it, you will NEVER
FORGET IT, trust me, you wont need a GPS to find it again,
believe me, I know as I have such spots myself, and I don’t
need no blik masjien to help me find it!.
I do agree when a hunter gives you his address when you want to
find his farm, OF COURSE! Or when he says I have marked spots
you can call at along this road, BUT again why? Just pop toilet
paper on the bushes this will tell us areas with jackal movement.

Using this system to give others with GPS accurate
references I fully agree, maar “ ek het plekke
gemerk met GPS vir my jakkals jag” Kak man!
EXCUSE THE PUN!!

I am not saying here that everybody using this GPS
system is stupid or dumb, just highlighting the fact that
you dont need such special equipment to kill a jackal,
just carry on like you did before, if you need a machine
to help you remember a hot spot then maybe you have
a problem, BUT after 23 years of calling at all my farms
I can tell you exactly good and bad spots, I dont need a
computer to tell me that! The reason for this is one hero
will buy it and tell another – then its a question of Mr
Jones has one so I want one, because he says its good
then I want one, and most guys know that after they
bought them it started becoming more of a hassle to
operate - just yet another thing in your bag of gadgets
for jakkals jag that many of them dont even use
anymore to mark areas. We all have gadgets we dont
use anymore - I do!!!

